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 زبان انگلیسی دهم ریاضی تجربی انسانی فصل دوم 

تشریحی

1 - Compare each pair of things in the box. Write two sentences for each pair.  

Compare Adjectives

 Earth and Mars Large / cold

) cheetahs and Lions fast / strong

) train travel and bus travel cheap / safe

) Abadan and Mashhad busy / hot

⋆ ⋆

1

2

3

2 - Write the comparative and superlative forms of the following adjectives. 

1. wonderful   ..................       .................. 

2. interesting   ..................      .................. 

3. dangerous   ..................       .................. 

4. careless       ..................       .................. 

5. useful          ..................       .................. 

3 - Fill in the blanks with the given words. 

 defend          healthy        moon       telescope           powerful

 White blood cells  .................. body against diseases. 

The sky is cloudy. We cannot see the  .................. tonight 

You need a  .................. microscope to see something so small. 

The Hubble     telescope        goes around Earth every 97 minutes  ..................

4 -  

A
––

rocky

daily

pump

powerful

keep

B
––

telescope

planet

blood

exericse

healthy

5 - His new car is faster / the fastest than my car. 

Russia is bigger / the biggest country of the world. 

The whale is heavier / the heaviest sea animal. 

Kazem is taller / the tallest player in the team. 

Mary and Fatima are older / the oldest than Leila.
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6 - Complete each sentence with a comparative or superlative form of an adjective in the box. 

deep         good         dangerous         expensive         small 

1.     Pluto is      .................. than the moon of Earth. 

2.     Are you sure this is the   .................. way of doing it? 

3.     Lions are      .................. animals in the world. 

4.     This lake is  .................. one in the world. 

5.     Plane ticket is   .................. than train ticket.

7 - Write the comparative and superlative forms of each adjective. 

1. angry  .................. 

2. strong  .................. 

3. hot .................. 

4. far .................. 

5. neat .................. 

6. ugly ..................

8 - Complete each sentence with a suitable adjective. One adjective is extra. 

  funny        careful     tall     golden     cloudy

1. It’s not   .................. .Don’t laugh please! 

2. She looked at the  .................. sky above the sea. 

3. Be   .................. ! Look both ways when you cross the street. 

4. Mary lost her   .................. watch in the park.

9 - Match the pictures with the words. 

moonbloodheartring

microscopetelescopeobservatory
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10 - Match the pictures with sentences. 

   Planets go around the Sun. 

   Camels can live without water for a long

time. 

   Our body is a wonderful system. 

    Ants are amazing animals.

11 - Read the following Passage and then answere the questions? 

A Wonderful Liquid 

The human body is a real wonder. It is sometimes good to think about our body and how it works. Our body is doing

millions of jobs all the time. 

One of the most important parts of the body is blood. The heart pumps this red liquid around the body. This keeps us healthy

and alive. 

More than half of blood is plasma. This is a clear and yellow liquid. It carries red and white cells. There are millions of red

blood cells in one small drop of blood. They carry oxygen round the body and collect carbon dioxide from body parts. There

are thousands of white cells in a drop of blood. They are bigger than red cells. They defend our body against microbes. This

wonderful liquid is a great gift from Allah. We can thank Allah by keeping our body healthy. One way to do that is eating

healthy food and doing daily exercises. Another way is to donate our blood to those who need it.

- What color is plasma?

b) yellow c) white

How can we keep our body healthy? 

a) By eating fast foods

b) By doing daily exercises

c) By sleeping late

How many white blood cells are there in a drop of blood? 

a) hundreds b) thousands c) millions

True or False 

1. There are only white cells in plasma.

2. Red cells are smaller than white cells.

3. The number of red cells is more than white cells.
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match two halves. 

1. The heart pumps blood round the body   .................. . 

2. Our body is really wonderful   .................. . 

3. Red blood cells carry oxygen round the body   .................. . 

a) so it is sometimes good to thing about it.

b) then it is dangerous.

c) and collect carbon dioxide.

d) to keep us alive.

12 - Read the following passage and answer the folloing question.

What type of elephant Lives in Asia?

Is the African elephant smaller than the Asian elephant?

Do Indian elephants have bigger ears than African elephants?

13 -  Look at the above picture and fill in the blanks.

The farthest planet from the Sun:  ..................

The closest planet to the Sun:  ..................

The Red Planet which is the neighbor of Earth:  ..................

The planet on which we live:  ..................

14 - Complete the sentences with the comparative or superlative form of the adjective in brackets.

I think this is .................. train in the world! (slow)

She looks  ..................  Oscar. (thin)

Football is .................. volleyball. (exciting)

Football is .................. sport in the world. (popular)

This is .................. day of the year. (hot)

I think we'll win. That team is  .................. ours. (bad)

My room is ..................  my brother's. (tidy)

Isabel has  ..................  desk in the office. (tidy)

This is  .................. village in the whole country.  (pretty)

Mrs. Symons is  ..................  teacher in the school. (good)

Taxis are  ..................  buses. (expensive)

Biology is ..................  of all my subjects at school. (interesting)

15 - Fill in the blanks using the words below. There is one extra word in the box.

Viruses are .................. 1 the smallest microbes on the earth, even smaller than bacteria. They are different from bacteria

because they cannot live  .................. 2. Viruses need to be inside .................. 3 to live and grow. There aren’t many good

things about viruses, they usually  .................. 4 your body and make you sick!

attack – between –  among – a living cell – on their own
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16 - Fill in the blanks using the words below. There is one extra word in the box. 

 There are so many different types of microbes. We still don’t really know how many there are, but we know that

microbes do lots of different things. Some microbes  .................. 1. but most others keep you healthy and even help you to 

.................. 2. Bacteria and viruses are two important types of microbes. 

 Bacteria are really important microbes. They are very small. They have only one cell. Bacteria can live in  .................. 3

of the earth. They aren’t all bad; in fact you couldn’t live  .................. 4 some bacteria!

among – without – fight disease – make you sick – any area

17 -  Write the superlative form of these adjectives. 

Adjective superlative form

0. long longest

1. good

2. sad

3. tasty

4. difficult

5. noisy

6. safe

→

→

→

→

→

→

→

18 - Match two sides. There is one extra item on the right. 

A    B   

1. carry a. strong and well

2. wonderful b. attack

3. type c. protect

4. healthy (man) d. move

5. defend e. amazing

f. kind

19 - Match two sides. 

    A      B   

1. The elephant is a. the biggest country of the world.

2. Russia is b. the biggest living land animal.

3. The whale c. is the heaviest sea animal.

4. Lions are d. the largest planet of all.

e. the most dangerous animals in the world.
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20 - Match two halves. There is one extra word on the right. 

    A         B   

1. do a. money

2. train b. mountains

3. donate c. blood

4. tall d. ticket

5. pump e. exercise

6. healthy f. country

g. eating

21 - Match two halves. There is one extra word on the right. 

    A        B   

1. keep a. mountains

2. daily b. microscope

3. defend c. exercise

4. healthy d. drop

5. powerful e. the country

6. blood f. food

g. healthy

22 - Match the opposite words. There is one extra item on the right. 

    A   B   

1. modern a. cheap

2. fast b. dirty

3. expensive c. difficult

4. easy d. slow

5. lose e. old

f. find

23 - Match the opposite words. There is one extra item on the right. 

    A   B   

1. near a. old

2. with b. slow

3. largest c. smallest

4. clear (water) d. without

5. longest e. shortest

6. young f. far

g. dirty
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24 - Use the sentences below to complete the conversation. One sentence is extra. 

Ali: Wow! Look here!  .........1.........  .It looks great! 

Arash: Yeah, thank you. 

Ali: How much did you pay for that? 

Arash: .......2...........  . But I don’t think it’s much more expensive than your bike. 

Ali: Also not as interesting.  .........3.........  . 

Arash: You say this because  .........4.........  .They are amazing. 

Ali: I know.  ..........5........  .So tell me, can we see all the other planets with it, for example, Pluto? 

Arash: (laughing ... ) Actually Pluto is not a planet! But the answer is no! .........6.........  , so we can’t see the planets that are

farther away from Earth. You can see the moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars clearly. 

Ali: I see. I sure hope you’ll get a powerful one soon. 

Arash: I hope so. 

a: At least I can ride my bike. 

b: I was only joking. 

c: Actually, it’s a gift from my parents. 

d: You can easily see it. 

e: This is not a very powerful one. 

f: Is that your new telescope? 

g: You never had a chance to look at the stars and planets.

25 - Dictation:

The h – – rt pumps blood round the body.

Our body is doing mil – ions of jobs all the time.

Japan – se people are very p – lite.

White blood cells defend body against dis – – ses.

A h – –lthy breakfast can give you more energy.

26 - Choose the Odd one out. 

1. interesting  / amazing  / useful / wonderful

2. Mars / Saturn / Jupiter / Sun

3. heart / brain / blood / moon

4. red / yellow / liquid / white

5. microbe / cell / virus / bacteria

27 - Match the words with their definitions: 

1. a place from which people can watch the planets and stars

2. a large and round body of rock or gas that moves around the Sun

3. the yellow liquid that carries the blood cells

4. it uses lenses to make very small things look larger

5. it is inside your head and controls your body

  a. planet b. observatory c. microscope d. plasma e. brain
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28 - I know that my cooking is bad, but your cooking is  .................. . 

The bed was hard, but it was  .................. than nothing. 

It’s too dark. I cannot see  .................. than two meters.

29 - Fill in the blanks using the following words. There is one extra word. 

 More than  .................. 1 of blood is plasma. This is a clear and yellow liquid. It carries red and white cells. There are

millions of red blood cells in one small drop of blood. They carry oxygen  .................. 2 the body and collect carbon dioxide

……………….3 body parts. There are thousands of white cells in a drop of blood. They are bigger  .................. 4 red cells.

They defend our body  .................. 5 microbes.

then – against – round – from – half – than

30 - Write the comparative and superlative form of these adjectives. 

Adjective Comparative Superlative

0. cheap cheaper the cheapest 

1. expensive  ..................  .................. 

2. lazy  ..................  .................. 

3. pretty  ..................  .................. 

4. far  ..................  .................. 

5. boring  ..................  .................. 

6. famous  ..................  .................. 

7. comfortable  ..................  .................. 

8. ugly  ..................  .................. 

31 -  Write the comparative form of these adjectives.

Adjective  comparative 

0. safe safer

1. noisy

2. bad

3. dry

4. colorful

5. funny

6. nice

→

→

→

→

→

→

→

32 - Match two sides. There is one extra item on the right. 

A       B   

1. healthy (food) a. ready for danger

2. brave b. in fact

3. actually c. alone

4. suitable d. good for our body

5. on your own e. delicious

f. appropriate
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33 - Match two sides. 

    A      B   

1. Jupiter is a. the biggest living land animal.

2. Sharks are b. the most dangerous animals of the sea.

3. Gold is c. the largest planet of all.

4. The brain is d. the fattiest body organ.

5. Viruses are e. the most expensive metal of the world.

f. among the smallest microbes on the earth.

34 - Match two halves. There is one extra word on the right. 

    A   B      

1. the Red a. food

2. sleep b. safe

3. delicious c. organ

4. plane d. Planet

5. keep e. ticket

f. late

35 - Match two halves. There is one extra word on the right. 

    A     B   

1. travel a. disease

2. body b. abroad

3. fight c. planet

4. under d. safe

5. rocky e. the microscope

f. organ

36 - Match the opposite words. There is one extra item on the right. 

    A   B   

1. careful a. inside

2. ugly b. defend

3. outside c. everything

4. attack d. careless

5. nothing e. beautiful

f. boring
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37 - Match the opposite words. There is one extra item on the right. 

    A   B   

1. better a. worse

2. farthest b. rude

3. polite c. nearest

4. boring d. cry

5. laugh e. attack

f. interesting

38 - Match the opposite words. There is one extra item on the right. 

    A   B   

1. powerful a. type

2. alike b. worst

3. kind c. different

4. dangerous d. cruel

5. best e. weak

f. safe
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39 - Complete the following conversation using the phrases below. There is one extra item. 

Michelle: Did you .........1......... ? 

Gabriel: No, why? 

Michelle: You have  ........2.......... on your arm. 

Gabriel: Oh, that. I  .........3......... today. 

Michelle: You did? That’s great. I like to donate blood, but you know, it makes me feel terrible even when I think of it. I’m

worried that  ........4..........  is going to happen to me. 

Gabriel: Come on! I give blood all the time. And I  .........5.........  right after. 

Michelle: Really?! Hmm. Alright, I know  ..........6........  it is for hospitals to have a good supply of blood for the patients.  

Gabriel: True. If they didn’t have enough blood, how could they help ..........7........ ? 

Michelle: Well... . 

Gabriel: Well, what? 

Michelle: I’ll give it a try.

donated blood – find it – a Band-Aid – the injured people –

 something bad – hurt yourself – how important – feel great

11
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40 - Use the sentences below to complete the conversation. One sentence is extra. 

Michelle: Did you hurt yourself? 

Gabriel: No, why? 

Michelle:  .........1.........  . 

Gabriel: Oh, that. I donated blood today. 

Michelle: You did? That’s great.  .........2.........   it makes me feel terrible even when I think of it. I’m worried that something

bad is going to happen to me. 

Gabriel:  ..........3........  . And I feel great right after. 

Michelle: Really?! Hmm. Alright, I know how important it is for hospitals to have a good supply of blood for the patients.  

Gabriel: True. If they didn’t have enough blood,  .......4...........  . 

Michelle: Well... 

Gabriel: Well, what? 

Michelle: I’ll give it a try. 

a: I saw you crossing the street. 

b: how could they help the injured people? 

c: You have a Band-Aid on your arm.  

d: I like to donate blood, but you know, 

e: Come on! I give blood all the time.

41 - Read the text. Circle the correct answers. 

My great aunt Emily is 1 (than /the/ a) oldest person 2 (in / of / at) my family. She's ninety-five years old. She's very 3
(calmly / calm / calmly). She sleeps 4 (good / well / often) at night. And she seems happier 5 (that / than / of) all my other

family and friends. So what's great aunt Emily's secret? She eats very 6 (health / healthy / healthily) food. She isn't a

vegetarian but she hardly 7 (never / ever / rarely) eats meat. She eats lots of rice and vegetables and she eats 8 (fresh /
fresher / freshly) fish four times a week. Also, she gets up at 5.30 a.m. every day. She 9 (ever / always / every) says, 'The

morning is the best part 10 (at / in / of) the day.'

42 - Fill in the blanks using your own knowledge.

The  ..................  of the heavens and the earth is a sign of God’ power.

He wants to  .................. some of his free time to volunteer work.
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A very small amount of liquid that forms a round shape is a  ..................  .

Look both ways when you  .................. the street.

The album is  .................. – all of their songs sound alike.

I know that planets go around the Sun in different  ..................  .

She knew rain was coming when she felt a  ..................  land on her arm.

The company is trying to ..................  information about the people living in the town.

If you just go and ask in a .................. way, you might get what you want.

The teacher said it was not important to do the exercise with a  ..................  or on our own.

43 - Read the following story. Find and underline the adjectives. Then, write them in the correct column below. 

      Yesterday morning, my friend and I went to a beautiful park near our school. We sat on a wooden chair and talked for

about an hour. My friend is going to buy a new mobile phone next week. He said he wanted to buy the most modern one. He

believed his old mobile phone was boring and not a perfect choice for a young person like him. He said his mobile phone

was good only for the elderly people.  

       While we were talking, we saw a very old man riding a small blue Japanese bike. He was wearing a bright red shirt. His

clothes were very neat and clean. He wasn’t riding fast, but he seemed quite healthy.  The old man stopped his bike right in

front of us to answer his mobile phone. And guess what, it was exactly the type my friend was going to buy. First we just

watched him talking on his big phone without saying anything. Then we both started to laugh out loud. It was so funny. And

we kept laughing all our way back home. 

ADJECTIVE 

    QUALITY            SIZE                AGE              COLOR      NATIONALITY       MATERIAL    
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44 - Write the comparative and superlative form of these adjectives. 

Adjective Comparative Superlative

0. long longer the longest

1. smart  ..................   .................. 

2. bad  ..................   .................. 

3. interesting  ..................   .................. 

4. dangerous  ..................   .................. 

5. attractive  ..................   .................. 

6. delicious  ..................   .................. 

7. useful  ..................   .................. 

8. easy  ..................   .................. 

9. noisy  ..................   .................. 

10. modern  ..................   .................. 

45 - Match two sides. 

    A      B   

1. The burger is a. better for your health than playing football.

2. I think skiing is more b. cheapest T-shirt in the shop.

3. The computer is the most c. in that country.

4. I bought the d. modern than yours.

5. Is China the e. more expensive than Britain?

6. Swimming is f. cheaper than the pizza.

7. It was the happiest day g. of her life.

8. The President is the most important  person h. useful invention ever.

9. Is America i. biggest country in the world?

10. My phone is more j. dangerous than riding a horse.

46 - Match two halves. There is one extra word on the right. 

    A    B              

1. cross a. a lamp

2. light b. stars

3. blood c. the street

4. body d. of rocks

e. type

14
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47 - Match two halves. There is one extra word on the right. 

    A      B   

1. a living a. planet

2. heavenly b. diet

3. collect c. cell

4. healthy d. information

e. bodies

48 - Match the opposite words. There is one extra item on the right. 

    A   B   

1. useful a. light

2. fact b. shallow

3. downward c. forward

4. deep d. fiction

5. heavy e. harmful

f. upward

49 - Use the words in parentheses to complete the conversation with comparative adjectives or adverbs. Add than where

necessary. In some cases, more than one answer is possible. 

Matt: My phone is working (1) ..................  (badly) ever! And it’s (2)  .................. (old) all the other phones I see, too. I

want a (3)  ..................  (modern) phone. 

Lara: Take a look at my phone. It was (4)  ..................  (cheap) my last phone, and I’m much (5) .................. (happy) with

it. When I’m traveling, I listen to music (6)  ..................  (often) I do when I’m at home, so I wanted a phone with a (7) 
..................  (big) memory card. 

Matt: Wow, it’s much (8)  .................. (nice) mine! The screen is a lot (9) .................. (large), too. I want one like that!

Lara: Yeah, you need a big screen, because you watch videos on your phone (10)  .................. (often) I do.

15
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50 - Use the sentences below to complete the conversation. One sentence is extra. 

Amir: You look tired Reza! Anything wrong? 

Reza: Not really.  .......1...........  .There was an amazing movie on channel five. 

Amir: Really?  ........2.......... ? 

Reza: Aliens living among us humans!  ...........3....... . I really liked the story. 

Amir: Come on!  .........4.........  . 

Reza: Don’t you??? 

Amir: Of course I don’t.  .........5......... . Also, they are too cold or too hot. 

Reza: Well, I think we will some day find a form of life in our solar system, probably on Mars! 

Amir: That would be news to me. 

Reza: Ok, Let’s agree to disagree. 

a: They fought for control of the planet. 

b: I don’t know what to say. 

c: There’s no water or air or anything else on other planets. 

d: What was it about? 

e: You don’t believe in life on other planets, do you? 

f: I just stayed awake last night

51 - Unscramble the words in each bracket to fill in the blanks.

Persian zebras are more  .................. 1 (ieuuatblf) than African zebras.

Sharks are more  ..................  2 (ndgrauseo) than whales.

The movie was very  .................. 3 (tnrenegstii). I am going to watch it again.

“I heard you traveled .................. 4 (aaodbr) this summer. Is it true?”   “Yes. I went to Japan.”

Japanese people make   ..................  5 (sedlciiuo) food with fish.

The brain is the .................. 6 (ftsiteat) body organ.

There are so many .................. 7 (dfiefntre) types of microbes.

You need a powerful  .................. 8 (cioespcmro) to see something so small.

52 - Dictation:

S – – food is the best food for the br – – n.

Bacteria can live in any ar – a of the earth

Rus – –a is the big – est country of the world.

Monke – s carry their bab – es all day long.

People can watch the planets and stars from an observ – t – ry.
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